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Introduction 
 

This reference design demonstrates the features of the Intel® FPGA Nios® II processor and Qsys system 

integration tool that are useful for creating systems with multiple processors. This design using Qsys to 

build a multiprocessor system containing 4 processors. Each processor is in a subsystem, creating a 

hierarchy with four subsystems with a shared memory map, coordinated with pipeline bridges. This 

system demonstrates a solution for the classic Dining Philosophers’ Problem and shows case how to use 

the Nios II Software Build Tools (SBT) to create, build, download, and view stdio output in a console for 

four applications, using shell scripts.  

Requirements 
 
The reference design requires the following hardware and software to run the test: 

 Quartus® Prime Software Version: 17.0 

 Cyclone 10 LP FPGA Evaluation Kit 
 

 
Figure 1. Cyclone 10 LP FPGA Evaluation Kit 
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Theory of Operation 
 

Nios II Multiprocessor Systems 
 

The Nios II SBT for Eclipse includes features to help with the creation and debugging of multiprocessor 

systems. Multiple Nios II processors can efficiently share peripherals thanks to the multi-master-friendly 

slave-side arbitration capabilities of the Qsys interconnect. Because the capabilities of Qsys allow you to 

almost effortlessly add as many processors to a system as desired, the design focus in building 

multiprocessor systems no longer lies in the arranging and connecting of hardware components. The 

challenge in building multiprocessor systems lies in writing the software for those processors so they 

operate efficiently together, and do not conflict with one another.  

To aid in the prevention of multiple processors interfering with each other, a hardware mutex core is 

included for Qsys. The hardware mutex core allows different processors to claim ownership of a shared 

peripheral for a period. This temporary ownership of a peripheral by a processor protects the shared 

peripheral from corruption by the actions of another processor.  

To prevent corruption, you must write software that waits to acquire the mutex before it accesses the 

shared peripheral, ensuring mutually exclusive access.  

A nonatomic test-and-set operation has a serious risk: two processors can simultaneously test the flag, 

each confirming that no processor currently has ownership. If both processors then acquire the 

peripheral, they violate mutual exclusion.  

An atomic test-and-set operation avoids this risk, because it cannot be interrupted. An atomic test-and-

set allows a processor to check for ownership and acquire ownership in a single operation. 

The fact that the operation cannot be interrupted also ensures that an operating system task switch 

cannot occur while the processor is testing and acquiring or releasing the mutex.  

The hardware mutex core provides a semaphore for mutually exclusive access to any peripheral. The 

software determines that peripheral and is responsible for uniform use of the mutex API to ensure 

mutually exclusive access every time the peripheral is accessed 
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Sharing Peripherals in a Multiprocessor System 
 

Peripherals are considered shared when they can be accessed by multiple processors. The Qsys 

connections panel controls which hardware components can be accessed by each individual Nios II 

processor.  

Shared peripherals can be a very powerful feature of multiprocessor systems, but care must be taken 

when deciding which system peripherals are shared, and how the different processors cooperate 

regarding the use of peripherals. 

In a nonhierarchical system, peripherals can be made shareable by simply connecting them to multiple 

processor master interfaces in the connection matrix of Qsys. In a hierarchical system, peripherals can 

also be made shareable to processors outside of the subsystem containing the peripheral by exporting 

the slave interface of the peripheral. Processor master interfaces gain access to the peripheral through 

connection in the Qsys connection matrix to the exported interface of the subsystem containing the 

peripheral. A processor master interface located in a subsystem of the hierarchy can gain access to a 

peripheral located in a parent system through connection to an Avalon™ Memory-Mapped (Avalon-MM) 

pipeline bridge. An Avalon-MM pipeline bridge also provides a mechanism for simultaneous connection 

of a slave interface to both a processor master local to the subsystem and an external processor master 

elsewhere in the hierarchy. In that case, the pipeline bridge exports the slave interface, instead of the 

peripheral exporting the slave interface directly. 

 

 

Figure 2. Multiprocessor System with Shared Peripheral 

The software running on each processor is responsible for coordinating mutually exclusive access to 

shared peripherals with the system's other processors through employment of mutex peripherals. 
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Sharing Memory 

 

The most common type of shared peripheral in multiprocessor systems is memory. Shared memory can 

be used for anything from a simple flag whose purpose is to communicate status between processors, to 

complex data structures that are collectively computed by many processors simultaneously. 

If a memory component is to contain the program memory for multiple processors, each processor 

sharing the memory is required to use a separate area for code execution. The processors cannot share 

the same area of memory for program space. Each processor must have its own unique .text, rodata, 

.rwdata, .heap, and .stack sections. 

Program Memory 

 

When creating multiprocessor systems, you might want to run the software for multiple processors 

from the same physical memory device. Software for each processor must be in its own unique region of 

memory, but those regions can reside in the same physical memory device. For instance, imagine a 

multiprocessor system where all processors execute from on-chip memory. The software for each 

processor requires eight kilobytes (KB) of memory for program code and data. The first processor could 

use the region between 0x0 and 0x1FFF in on-chip memory as its program space, and a second 

processor could use the region between 0x2000 and 0x3FFF. Figure 3 shows an example of this type of 

memory sharing. 
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Figure 3 Partitioning of On-Chip Memory for Four Processors 

 

The Hardware Mutex Core 

 

The Nios II processor provides protection of shared peripherals by accessing the hardware mutex core, 

which ensures only one processor has ownership of the mutex at any given time. The hardware mutex 

core is not an internal feature of the Nios II processor. It is a simple Qsys component.  

The term mutex stands for mutual exclusion, and a mutex does exactly as its name suggests. A mutex 

allows cooperating processors to agree that only one processor at a time is allowed access to a 

particular hardware peripheral. This is useful for protecting peripherals from data corruption that can 

occur if multiple processors attempt to use the peripheral at the same time. 

The mutex core acts as a shared peripheral, providing an atomic test-and-set operation that allows a 

processor to test if the mutex is available and if so, to acquire the mutex lock in a single operation. 

When the processor is finished using the shared peripheral associated with the mutex, the processor 

releases the mutex lock. Thereafter, another processor can acquire the mutex lock and use the shared 
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peripheral. Without the mutex, this kind of function would normally require the processor to execute 

two separate instructions, test and set, between which another processor could also test for availability 

and succeed. This situation would leave two processors both thinking they successfully acquired 

mutually exclusive access to the shared peripheral when they did not. 

The mutex core does not physically protect peripherals in the system from being accessed at the same 

time by multiple processors. The software running on the processors is responsible for abiding by the 

rules. The software must be written to always acquire the mutex before accessing its associated shared 

peripheral. 

Overlapping Address Space 

 

Single-processor systems typically prohibit more than one slave peripheral from occupying the same 

address space because this arrangement causes conflicts. However, in multiprocessor systems, separate 

slave peripherals can occupy the same base address without conflict, if each peripheral is exclusively 

mastered by a different processor. Because not every slave peripheral is necessarily mastered by every 

processor, each processor might have a different view of the system. If processor A is connected to a 

slave peripheral mapped to address 0x8a00, processor B can connect to a separate slave peripheral, also 

mapped to address 0x8a00, as long as processor A is not connected to processor B's slave peripheral and 

processor B is not connected to processor A's slave peripheral. In effect, the point-to-point connectivity 

allows the two processors to have separate address spaces. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a sample 

multiprocessor system with different slave components mapped to the same base address. 

 

 

Figure 4 Multiprocessor Slave Peripherals Mapped to the Same Base Address 
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The Dining Philosophers’ Problem  
 

This design implements the classic Dining Philosophers’ Problem, illustrating resource sharing and 

synchronization. Imagine three philosophers seated at a round table. A single chopstick is positioned 

between each philosopher. Each philosopher tries first to grab the chopstick to her left, and then the 

chopstick to her right. If both chopsticks are acquired, the philosopher can eat. After a small delay, 

which represents the eating time, the philosopher drops both chopsticks, making them available to her 

neighboring philosophers. After another small delay, which represents thinking time, the cycle repeats. 

To prevent deadlock, if any philosopher cannot grab the right chopstick immediately after grabbing the 

left chopstick, she must drop the left chopstick and try again later. 

Created with Qsys, the hierarchical hardware design dedicates three processors to implement each of 

three dining philosophers, and three hardware mutexes to implement each of three chopsticks. A fourth 

Nios II processor and one on-chip RAM reside in the top level, along with a JTAG UART and timer. Each 

of the three subsystems shares the top-level on-chip RAM, and contains a processor, JTAG UART, timer, 

and mutex. Avalon-MM pipeline bridges enable communication between subsystem and top-level 

components, and between processors and mutexes located in logically adjacent subsystems connected 

in a ring. 

The dining_philosophers.c software runs on each of three subsystem processors, implementing the 
thinking, eating, and chopsticks acquisition and release. The top-level processor executes 
philosophers_monitor.c, accepting numeric commands to acquire any mutex, preventing both logically 
adjacent “philosopher” processors from eating until that “chopstick” mutex is released. 
 

Figure 5 shows the topology of the complete multiprocessor system. The Qsys interconnect, including all 

connections to individual components, is provided by Qsys. Because of the hardware resources 

limitation this design use only three Philosopher Subsystem instead of five Philosopher Subsystem.  
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Figure 5. Hierarchical Nios II Multiprocessor System Block Diagram – System Level 

 

Run the Reference Design 
 

How to Setup the Hardware 
Follow these steps to setup the hardware to run the reference design: 

1. Connect the USB cable coming together with the Cyclone 10 LP FPGA Evaluation Kit between the 

PC and the kit as shown in Figure 1 

2. The USB cable will supply the power as well as establish the JTAG connection with the kit 

3. Use the default switching settings. For more details about default switching settings, please refer 

to Cyclone 10 LP FPGA Evaluation Kit user guide 

4. The hardware system is now ready for programming 

 

Get Started with Quartus 
 

Download the reference design from Design Store and then follow the instruction in the Design Store to 

prepare the design template and load the design into your Quartus software. 

https://cloud.altera.com/devstore/platform/17.0.0/Standard/cyclone-10-lp-multiprocessor-nios-ii-system-reference-design/
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Viewing the Qsys System 
 

Figure 6. Shows the connected philosopher subsystem components and the required connectivity for 

the complete system. 

 

Figure 6. Shared Peripheral Connection 
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Figure 7. Shows the philosopher subsystem connection 

 

Figure 7. Philosopher Subsystem connection 

 

Generating and Compiling the System 
 
To generate and compile the system, perform the following steps: 
 

1. Click the top-level system in the Qsys hierarchy Generation tab. 
 

2. Turn off Simulation. Set Create simulator model to None. Set Create testbench Qsys system to 
None. system generation executes much faster when simulation is off. 
 

3. Click Generate. This might take a few moments. A Stop button replaces the Generate button, 
indicating generation is taking place. 
 

4. When generation is complete, a GENERATE COMPLETED message appears. Click Close. 
 

5. Exit Qsys to return to the Quartus II software. 
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6. On the Quartus II Processing menu, click Start Compilation to compile the project in the Quartus 

II software. 
7. When compilation completes and displays the Full compilation was successful message, click 

OK. 
 

 

Generating Hierarchical System in Qsys 
 
Generate only the top-level system in the Qsys hierarchy. In this design example, the top-level system is 
in multiprocessor_tutorial_main_system.qsys. Generating the top-level Qsys system automatically 
generates any subsystems in the top-level system. 
 
If you create a .sopcinfo file for a subsystem, and attempt to build a BSP based on that .sopcinfo file, 
when the BSP or application tries to refer to components in the top level, those references fail. Instead, 
you must base the BSP on the .sopcinfo file for the top-level Qsys system. 
 

For example, for this Multiprocessor design example, if you create philosopher_zero.sopcinfo by 
generating philosopher_zero.qsys directly, and create a BSP based on philosopher_zero.sopcinfo, BSP 
creation fails. The failure results in a severe error indicating that absolute address 0x04050000 does not 
reference a device in the master group cpu_zero. The absolute address 0x04050000 is intended to 
reference a location in the address span of the on-chip memory declared in the top level of the 
Multiprocessor design example. Therefore, BSP creation fails because on-chip memory is located in the 
top level, outside of the philosopher_zero.qsys subsystem. 
 

Instead, you must generate a multiprocessor_tutorial_main_system.sopcinfo from the top-level system, 
and base the BSP on this .sopcinfo file. 
 

Building and Running the Applications from the Command Line 
 

In this Section, demonstrate how to build and launch the philosopher and philosophers monitor 

applications, view their output in nios2-terminal, and interact with them.  

To build the applications for this design, perform the following steps: 
 

1. Start Four Nios II Command Shells. 
 

2. Change directories to <working directory> in each shell. 
 

3. Change directories to software. 
 

4. Download the multiprocessor_tutorial.sof file that you just built, by typing the following 
command in one shell: 
 

              ./multiprocessor_tutorial_hw.sh  
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If you are using more than one USB-Blaster cable, specify the numeric cable number as the last 
parameter to each of these scripts. You can see a description of command usage by typing 
philosopher.sh with no arguments. 
 

5. Build, download, and start the project to be run on the cpu_top processor by typing the 
following command in the same shell you used in the previous step: 

 
           ./philosophers_monitor.sh  
 

6. Build, download, and start the project to be run on the cpu_zero processor by 
typing the following command in another shell: 

 
           ./philosopher.sh 0  
 

7. Build, download, and start the projects to be run on the cpu_one and cpu_two processors by 
repeating step 6 with command-line arguments 1 and 2. 

 

These scripts build and download each application to its respective target. 
Application software projects and BSP projects are created and built. 

If you make hardware design changes in Qsys, you can easily regenerate the application and BSP 
projects to reflect those changes by rerunning these scripts. The scripts rebuild the projects each time 
they are executed. 
 
The scripts also start nios2-terminal for viewing output from each application. In each of the shells, 
observe the three philosophers eating, thinking, and waiting for chopsticks to become available. 
 
The Quartus II software automatically assigns instance numbers for components. You cannot directly 
control how the instance numbers are assigned. However, they are assigned systematically, and a 
subsequent Quartus II compile of any particular hardware design is guaranteed to produce the same 
instance numbers as previous compiles of the identical hardware design, for both JTAG UARTs and Nios 
II processors. So, after a Quartus II compile, you just need to try the different instance numbers. One 
way to tell which particular Nios II processor is executing the software following a download to a 
particular Nios II processor instance is to print ALT_CPU_CPU_ID_VALUE, after specifying unique values 
in Qsys for each Nios II processor. However, that number is not the same as an instance number. 
 
nios2-download allows you to specify the target processor by name, instead of by instance number. To 
specify the processor by name, use the --cpu-name switch. Drop the subsystem portion of the derived 
hierarchical processor name, and only specify the local name of a processor in a subsystem. 
 
For example, to target philosopher_one_cpu_one, use --cpu-name=cpu_one. 

 

nios2-download also accepts a switch, --jdi, for specifying the jdi file for the hardware design. Use of the 
--jdi switch is required with --cpu-name. For the multiprocessor design example, specify 
<working directory>/multiprocessor_tutorial.jdi. 
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JTAG UART instance numbers are also automatically assigned independently from the Nios II processors 

by the Quartus II software, and do not necessarily match the instance number of the Nios II processor to 

which the JTAG UART is connected. You must specify the JTAG UART by its instance number, using the --

instance switch on the command line. Use jtagconfig -n to display all the instances of Nios II processors 

and JTAG UARTs available in your hardware design. To check which JTAG UART instance matches which 

Nios II processor in your Qsys hardware design, perform the following steps: 

1. Open nios2-terminal sessions in separate windows for all JTAG UART instances. 
2. Download code to one of the Nios II processors 
3. Make a note of the nios2-terminal that receives the output, with its JTAG UART instance 

number. 
4. Download code to each Nios II processor in turn, until you have a list of nios2-terminal windows 

connected and processor names. 
 

The CPU ID number printed by an application is generally different from the processor instance. You 
configure the CPU ID in Qsys for each philosopher subsystem's processor. In contrast, the processor 
instance is assigned independently and automatically by the Quartus II software at compilation time. 
PHILOSOPHER_DOWNLOAD_CPU_NAME and JTAG_UART_INSTANCE_NUMBER are variables set 
and used by these scripts to specify both the processor name and the JTAG UART instances. In 
philosophers_monitor.sh, JTAG_UART_INSTANCE_NUMBER is set to 0, and 
PHILOSOPHER_DOWNLOAD_CPU_NAME is set to cpu_top. In philosopher.sh, these two 
variable values are derived from the first parameter philosopher number that you type on the 
command line. If you customize the Qsys hardware design provided with this design example, 
modify the assignment for the JTAG_UART_INSTANCE_NUMBER variable in the scripts if you find 
that the JTAG UART instance numbers no longer correspond to any processor names. 
 

Viewing and Controlling Applications from the Command Line 
 

Philosophers are seated counterclockwise, so philosopher 2 sits to the right of philosopher 1, and 
philosopher 0 sits to the right of philosopher 2. Philosopher 2 grabs the chopstick in his own subsystem, 
representing the left chopstick. Philosopher 2 grabs the chopstick in his neighboring philosopher 0's 
subsystem, representing the right chopstick from the point of view of philosopher 2. Figure 8 shows the 
Philosopher seat. 
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Figure 8. Philosophers are seated counterclockwise 

 
With all four applications running, your nios2-terminal sessions look like Figure 9. Grab chopstick 0 by 
pressing 0 in the philosophers_monitor shell. When Chopstick 0 is grabbed by top processor, 
Philosopher 0 unable to pick up the left chopstick, and the philosopher 2 unable to pick up the right 
chopstick from philosopher 0. Only the Philosopher 1 can pick up both chopsticks and eat. To drop the 
chopstick 0, pressing 0 in the philosphers_monitor shell again.  
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Figure 9. Chopstick 0 grabbed 
 
 
 
Figure 10 Show the chopstick 1 is grabbed by the top processor. Grab chopstick 1 by pressing 1 in the 
philosophers_monitor shell. When Chopstick 1 is grabbed by top processor, Philosopher 1 unable to pick 
up the left chopstick, and the philosopher 0 unable to pick up the right chopstick from Philosopher 1. 
Only the Philosopher 2 can pick up both chopsticks and eat. To drop the chopstick 1, pressing 1 in the 
philosphers_monitor shell again.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 10. chopstick 1 grabbed 
 

Figure 11 Show the chopstick 2 is grabbed by the top processor. Grab chopstick 2 by pressing 2 in the 
philosophers_monitor shell. When Chopstick 2 is grabbed by top processor, Philosopher 2 unable to pick 
up the left chopstick, and the philosopher 1 unable to pick up the right chopstick from Philosopher 2. 
Only the Philosopher 0 can pick up both chopsticks and eat. To drop the chopstick 2, pressing 1 in the 
philosphers_monitor shell again.  
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Figure 11. chopstick 2 grabbed 

Conclusion 
In this reference design, demonstrate how to constructed, built software projects on a Nios II 
multiprocessor system by using Cyclone 10 LP device. Besides, it also shows how to use the Altera mutex 
core to synchronize system peripheral control among multiple processors. Feel free to experiment with 
this design and find interesting new ways of using multiple processors in an Intel FPGA. Intel PSG 
recommends saving this system to use as a starting point next time you need to create a multiprocessor 
system. 
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